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Welcome to the NEST 
N-Nurturing E-Every S-Student T-Together

Nurture- To care 
for and 
encourage the 
development of



What’s in a WIN?
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“We are wired for connection. 
It is through physical 
connection with other people 
that we are much better able 
to handle hard things. To 
persist. To be resilient. To 
remember our ‘why’.” 

- Jody Carrington



My “Why” at School





Frontal Lobe (prefrontal cortex)

“Thinking brain”

Reasoning/Logic  

Respond

Empathy

Self-awareness

Focus/Concentration

Control over emotions and body

Decision making

Allows us to think before we act 

Amygdala/Limbic System

Fight, Flight, or Freeze

React

Flipped lid

Emotional Reactions

Bodily Functions

Unable to make sound 
decisions

Allows us to act before we 
think

Upstairs Brain Downstairs Brain



“One of our greatest 
freedoms is how we 

react to things.” 
- (The Boy the mole, the fox, and the horse)



Dan Siegel - Hand model of the Brain



Is a prerequisite for 
learning

Starts with us
Tone
Personal wellness 
should be a top 
priority.
Modeling is necessary



Pause for reflection - Table Talk

1. Strategies you use to self regulate? 
2. Strategies that make you a Regulating Other?

F- Feed Them
I-  (Show) Interest that is genuine
E- (get) Eye contact and say their name
L- Leave them never - even when they tell you 
     to go away
D- Down on their level is where you need you 
    need to be. 



“If we are not “ok”, 
our kids do not stand 

a chance.” 
- Jody Carrington



Responsibility 
helps 

students 
regulate their 

emotions, 
build 

connections, 
provide 
purpose. 

What 
opportunities 
can your school 
provide in the 
name of service 
learning? 



Time-In key to Restorative practice in schools

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wcLuVeHlrSs&t=9s

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wcLuVeHlrSs&t=20






https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eiyfwZVAzGw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eiyfwZVAzGw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eiyfwZVAzGw


Straight to JAIL!



When misbehavior comes to our offices our objective is to 
to …

To get the behavior to STOP!
AND...Heal the harm.



Not every behavior 
requires a 
consequence. 
Just redirection!



To

Not For

WITH





The power of 
the 5 year 

rule!



Table Talk Scenario - Wade

During lunch Wade decided 
to retrieve his friend’s phone 
back from the teacher’s desk 
without her permission. 
What discipline could 
happen and what steps are 
needed to heal the harm in 
the classroom? 



To

Not For

WITH



“The act of caring is not a 
passive thing.” 
- Houston Kraft 
Deep Kindness



Keys to Healing the Harm in our schools

1. Focus on the Restorative Practice Question - What can we 
do to make things right?

2. Stay in your upstairs brain while you work “with” them. Be 
a regulating other for them. 

3. Our Brains need apologies in order to move forward
4. Practice - Have them practice at home with a parent and/or 

with you prior to the experience.
5. Have you or a counselor facilitate when time for the 

apology to take place. 
6. Reflect with each of the parties involved about their 

feelings from the experience. 





When we start to shift our 
mindset from, “What is 
wrong with this kid?” to 

“What has happened to this 
kid?” 



North Denver School



Lincoln Forman Story



Where to start reading...



What “wins” will you have this next year?

Our power of influence is great. Let’s 
not just issue consequences. Let’s 
be a regulating other, and help heal 
the harm.Our power of influence is 
great. Let’s not just issue 
consequences. Let’s be a regulating 
other, and help heal the harm.v 

They should be 
worth remembering 
five years from 
now!
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    AND… THAT’S MY TALK


